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The July 7th  General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7:00 PM.  The session was in-person 
at the Frank Brush Barn and streamed live via Zoom.  A round 

robin format was used with multiple presenters on hand demonstrating 
different facets of  woodworking on hand. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. solicited input from all for ideas to expand 
our charitable efforts.  Mike mentioned our ongoing and past commit-
ments to the Beads of  Courage, Morgan Center, and Toys for Tots pro-
grams.  The board too will take up discussions on additional ways to 
expand the LIW commitment to our community.   

 
Mike indicated that future general and SIG meetings will employ a 
hybrid format.  This means in-person and remote formats will be avail-
able for general sessions.  Decisions on in-person SIG meetings will be 
at the option of  the SIG Presidents. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES 
 

Next Board Meeting 7-19-2021 
Next General Meeting 8-4-2021 

Topic:  Joe Bottigliere on hand plane tune-up and setup 
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 8/10/2021 

Topic:  Norm Bald will demonstrate pin router usage from his 
home shop.  Also, show and tell, plus discussion about a pos-
sible future chapter challenge 

Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 8/12/2021 
Topic:  Ed Piotrowski will turn a goblet at the August meeting 

Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 8/19/2021 
Topic:  Technique issues and correcting those issues. Also, a 
discussion about Miller Dowels 

Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 8/26/2021 
Topic:  Open carving and carryover on automation from July 
if  needed 

TREASURER’S REPORT No report. 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT No report, but a new member, Steve from 
Patchogue introduced himself. 

ROUND ROBIN  Mike Daum kicked of  the program by discussing and 
demonstrating his Work Sharp equipment.  Mike uses wheels of  vari-
ous grits to achieve mirror sharp chisel and plane edges.  The grits 
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range from 80, 180, 350, 600, 1200, even 2500 and beyond.  The condition of  the edge determines the starting grit.  
Very dull or chipped blades start with coarser grades.  Mike does not use leather honing wheels.  One interesting 
approach that Mike uses and recommends is using wet/dry sandpaper for the grinding media. 
 
Brian Monks demonstrated a Festool Domino Joiner Jig for precise tenon placement.  It is used principally with cab-
inet and frame constructions.  The name of  the tool is the Domino Alignment Jig System (DAJ) Deluxe.  It is made 
by FCTools which is located in the UK (Scotland).  Brian demonstrated use of  the jig and stressed its ease of  use 
and precision performance.  Different versions of  the tool are compatible with the Festool Domino Joiner DF 500 
and Festool Domino XL Joiner DF 700. 
 
Frank Napoli provided a brief  introduction to chip carving.  He demonstrated proper hand placement and how to 
hold gouges, knives, and chisels for maximum accuracy and safety.  Using basswood, Frank exhibited how using three 
converging cuts while holding the tool at about 30°, at least to start.  It was explained the steeper tool angles pro-
duce greater relief  in the carved design.  Frank invited would-be carvers and those of  all skill levels to participate in 
the Secret Society of  Woodcarvers SIG meetings. 
 
Thanks to all presenters for the information-packed demonstrations. 
 
ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:00 PM. 
 
AUGUST MEETING There will be a General Meeting starting at 7 PM on August 4, 2021 at the Frank Brush Barn 
and available via Zoom

Editor’s note on the meeting photos: Jim Moloney was very busy coordinating the Zoom portion of  
the meeting, so he was not able to take photos. These are screen shots and are, as a result, not very 
clear. As a long time member (as well as newsletter editor) I can only state that these photos might  

just be....ahem...an improvement.  
Daryl       

Mike Daum demonstrating his 

WorkSharp

Brian 
Monks 
right and 
Frank 
Napoli 
below
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 BOB WOODLICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS The Cabinet and Furniture Makers met July 13th live for the first time in a year and a half  cou-
pled with Zoom participants.  Veneering kicked off  the meeting.  Scott Grove has classes on this topic as well as 
other aspects of  woodworking.  Scott’s classes are about twelve dollars per two-hour session, but they normally go 
longer.  The classes are usually conducted the first Sunday of  each month.  It was also mentioned that the most 
recent issue of  Fine Woodworking had an article on marquetry. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Tom Ryan refurbished an old TV cabinet with false fronts and iron on banding he used double 
stick tape to hold the false fronts.  Tom chamfered the false fronts on the table saw.  Tom mentioned some of  the 
flaws to which Barry Saltsberg said, “Don’t mention mistakes, no one will know.”  
Bill Leonhardt is in the process of  making a mantle for his fireplace and displayed the progress he’s made so far.  

Making circles in marquetry was also brought up again.  Bill Leonhardt again mentioned using a beam compass and 
showed the knife attached with a clamp.  

Bob Hildebrand was upstate and picked up what he believes is Sugar Maple and has made walking sticks.  
Disfiguration was evident and there was some discussion about whether it was a fungus or what else may have caused 
it.  

Ben Nawrath showed a marking knife, I believe from a kit.  The knife he made was sanded.  Ben started with 60-
grit up and went to 220-grit.  It was then finished with tung oil and took two minutes, wipe on wipe off  ala Karate 
Kid.  Ben admitted it was a rush job; he did it the night before the meeting.  It certainly did not look like it was done 
in haste.  

A question was brought up about finishing and the responses were shellac, Rubio, and someone mentioned that 
Charlie Morehouse would be the guy to go to as far as finishing is concerned.  

Another question arose about angled miters, et cetera without using a table saw.  A router table could be used, but a 
large bit is required to do some of  the operations along with a strong, flat, table plate.  On that note, Norm Bald 
will give a demonstration next month on using a router table.  

I apologize for the lack of  detail in the notes, but it was hard hearing some of  the comments and that is by no means 
a reflection on anybody.  Any inaccuracies, please let me know and they will be corrected in next month’s Woodrack.
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Tom Ryan’s repurposed cherry TV cab-

inet turned chest of drawers.

Ben’s presidential marking knife made 

from a kit and cocobolo gifted from Jim 

Hennefield! 
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Bill Leonhardt’s prototype fire place surround.

Bob Hildebrand’s came made from 

naturally choked maple.
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 BARRY SALTSBERGTURNER’S GUILD

SIG President Jim Moloney opened the July 8th session.  Nine hardy souls braved the torrential rains of  tropi-
cal storm Elsa to attend live.  Another handful attended on Zoom. 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Jim spoke about the upcoming AAW virtual Symposium, Saturday and Sunday, July 17th & 18th.  
If  you’re a turner and you haven’t signed up, you would be well advised to do so.  It’s the best value in town:  $45 
for AAW members and $60 for non-members for 2 days of  rotations by some of  the best turners in the world! 
 
SHOW AND TELL Eddie Pio had a copper beech bowl with coffee ground infill, from the tree planted by Teddy 
Roosevelt. Also, an Alaskan white cedar bowl from wood Eddie got from a customer at Lowe’s when he worked 
there. 
 
Charlie F. made a pair of  drumsticks for his 5-year-old grandson.  I’m sure Mom will really appreciate them😜 
 
Rob C. presented 2 boxes, one from oak, the other from sapele.  Rob has only been turning for 1 year, but his work 
belies that. 
 
Joe P. showed a tool handle he made for an English skew chisel. 
 
Barry S. had a wave bowl after the demo by John Beaver in the “other” club made from a 5 x 5 x 5 blank, the chap-
ter challenge from last month.  It had a very smooth finish that Barry revealed how to do (sorry - you’ll have to come 
to meetings if  you want to get these tidbits). 
 
DEMONSTRATION  Jim Moloney on Vacuum Chucks 
 
The demonstration was on vacuum chucks.  Jim showed his, describing how to re-round a tenon after turning a bowl 
green and drying it (which will cause it to go out of  round).  Mike J. showed his ONEWAY chucks, and Ed M. 
showed his from a different system and various components. 

Jim Moloney demonstrated a vacuum 

chuck system for the lathe.
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Barry Saltsberg turned a wave bow.
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Charlie Felsen turned drumsticks
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Joe Pascucci made a tool handle from an old 

wheelbarrow handle.
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 ROBERT CARPENTIERLISA

Our first mid-summer meeting in quite a while, held July 15th, was lightly attended, about 10 or so mem-
bers.  We gathered together in a circle, and conversation in pairs sprung up immediately.  It was a relaxed, 
almost family style gathering.  Some topics of  discussions were the comparison of  the Excalibur tilted 

arm as opposed to most other saws with tilted tables, and do we really need a 21” throat on a scroll saw? 
 
Some Carole Rothman bowl design books were brought in and were highly recommended by those of  us who 
have used them. 
 
When SIG President Steve Kelman called the meeting to order, we began the show and tell segment. 
 
SHOW AND TELL  Steve brought in a footed candy dish and a triple-swirl bowl, both Carole Rothman designs.  He 
said they were his first attempt at bowls, but that didn’t show, they were very well done. 
 
Jim showed a large eye-catching bowl put together from scraps.  He used a bandsaw and a lathe. It was very 
impressive. 
 
I had 2 bowls and a basket that were all Carole Rothman designs.  One bowl had a top layer which was turned out 
and down.  This was done by turning the top layer upside down and doing much sanding with the spindle sander.  
The next bowl was layered maple, sapele, and purpleheart with 3 layers of  veneer between each stack.  The veneer 
was white-black-white.  The basket was a market basket from a design by Nelson and Guimond found in their 
book Making Wooden Baskets. 
 
Charlie showed a cool fretwork design about 4” round.  It is a famous wolf  design that was inlaid on Jerry Garcia’s 
guitar (Grateful Dead).  He made 10 and brought them to a “Dead” concert and they sold quickly.  He now has 
orders for 60 more! GO CHARLIE!!!! 
 
Alain (on Zoom) showed a perfectly scalloped bowl.  It’s difficult to line these layers up, and of  course, his was, as 
I said, PERFECT. 
 
NEXT MONTH’S CHALLENGE We will get together again in August and will have an “exchange of  ideas” meeting. 
 
THANK YOU Many thanks again to Jim Moloney for his never-ending assistance with photography and video.
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Bob Carpentier holds a Carol Rothman  

laminated bowl. He used sapele, maple, 

and  purpleheart layers. Veneer was also 

used between the sapele layers

Here are 5 bowls 

and one basket by 

Bob Carpentier, 

Steven Kelman and 

Jim Maloney and a 

Carol Rothman 

book on  

bowl making.
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Jim Moloney holds his amazing 

bowl using scrap woods. The 

bowl was made with a bandsaw 

and a lathe.
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Solution 

H A S T E N
O C T A N E
T H R I F T
T E A P O T
U N W E L L
B E S I D E  

 

Solution to July 

While Waiting for Glue to Dry… 
Michael R. Mittleman 

 
How to play:  Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column and 3 x 3 box contains all 
digits from 1 to 9. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

4 2 9
2 7 5 3 1

1 2
8 2 5
2 8 4

5 9 1
9 7

7 8 3 4 1
6 1 7
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 MICHAEL R. MITTLEMANSWISS CHEESE SHAKER BASKET

After reading Christian Becksvoort’s article titled “Shaker Berry Box,” I was intrigued by the simplicity and delicacy 
of  the design.  Throwing caution to the wind, I decided to try the build on a whim.  What could be difficult?  Tiny 
box joints (many), a couple of  copper rivets, some oak, a handle form, and minor wood bending seemed straight-
forward.  The basket’s dimensions are diminutive, measuring 3 3/8” H x 5 ½” W x 7 ½” L, excluding the handle 
and bottom.  Sides and ends are made from quarter-sawn 1/8” eastern white pine stock, while the handle is 1/8” T 
x ½” W x 15” L.  The bottom is ¼” T x 5 ½” W x 7 ½” L white pine.  The handle bending form is made entirely 
from ¾” thick plywood and looks something like the sketch below. 

The Becksvoort article suggested soaking the handle material in warm water for about 15 minutes before attempt-
ing the bend.  It was fortunate that I had cut several extra strips.  I found success on the 6th or 7th try.  To be fair, 
I used kiln-dried stock, which is far less pliable than air-dried or green wood. 
 
Another issue I experienced was obtaining eastern white pine locally.  I was unable to locate any in the big box stores.  
Even had some been found, I needed a board less than 3 feet, not the usual 2” x 6” x 8’.  And quarter-sawn?  
Fuhgeddaboudit!!!  For the first try, I ended up cutting the necessary pieces by substituting Baltic Birch plywood for 
the white pine.  To minimize chip-out while cutting the box joints, the edges were taped; and a 1/8” zero-clearance 
insert plus a flat-toothed blade were used.  Once the sides and ends were assembled and glued, a ¼” T x 5 ½” W x 
7 ½” L Baltic birch plywood bottom was attached with glue, clamped in place, and left overnight to cure.  The next 
day, the handle was attached using copper rivets to anchor each end of  the strap, and voila!  The finished Shaker 
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Berry Basket, ala Becksvoort, emerged. 
 
As might be expected when using 1/8” stock, the Shaker-style berry basket was very lightweight, though I suppose 
of  sufficient strength for its intended purpose.  Lessons learned included cutting the box joints two at a time.  In 
other words, cut both end pieces, then both side pieces at once.  Why not cut the joints of  all four pieces simulta-
neously?  The ends and the sides have different tail and pin counts to achieve symmetric spacing.   
 
In contrast, the Christian Becksvoort article suggested cutting all pieces at once, then use a block plane to achieve 
flatness.  While I prefer my method over Mr. Becksvoort’s, there is significant monotony in cutting the joinery.  
Further, the ever-present threat of  chip-out was a constant worry, especially using plywood rather than solid wood. 
 
Out of  curiosity, a follow-up project was formulated.  Instead of  using 1/8” thick plywood for the build, the deci-
sion was to use solid 3/8” thick pine project boards, which were readily available from the big box stores.  Rather 
than soaking the handle material for 15-20 minutes in warm water preparatory to bending, a steam box was used, 
and the wood was heated for 30+ minutes before bending. 
 
To address the increased bulkiness of  the 3/8” stock, a combination of  ¼” and ½” holes were made in the sides 
and ends of  the pine project boards, as shown below. 

While the holes were never part of  the Shaker oeuvre, they did provide a pleasing pattern and airiness to the basket.  
However, there is always another hand, as in, “on the other hand.”  The holes were attractive, but they also added 
greatly to the opportunities for chip-out and were tedious to cut, even using a drilling template. 
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Under the heading of  true confessions, two mysteries emerged during the execution of  this project which remains 
difficult to explain.  First, I could have used ¼” stock instead of  the 3/8” material.  In fact, that was my intent.  The 
thicker material was an errant “grab” on my part that was not recognized until after cutting had occurred.  Second, 
how the sides ended up at 9 ¼” in length instead of  the intended 7 ½” is confounding.  I do not know how that 
mistake was introduced.  On the other hand (that, again), nothing was fatal; thus, no harm, no foul. 
 
The following photographs display the fully cut and drilled pieces - sides, ends, and bottom; the steaming gear; and 
the handle bending form. 
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In the original build, the handle was made from a 1/16” thick strip, cut from white oak stock.  Several extra strips 
made in anticipation of  breakage due to the kiln-dried stock, its 1/16” thickness, and acute angles involved with the 
bending.  The concerns were borne out since several strips cracked or shattered before success was achieved. 
 
On this second build, several precautionary steps were invoked to address the breakage challenge.  First, air-dried 
white oak was used.  Second, thicker strips (1/8”) were cut.  Third, a steam box and a longer heating time were 
employed.  Fourth, a different bending technique was tried.  The target strip had ¼” holes down its middle.  It was 
then sandwiched between two solid strips.  Thus, the actual bending involved a triple-thick lamination. 
 
The good news was the several precautions paid off  – a successful bend was achieved on the first attempt.  The bad 
news is I have no idea which of  the extra steps, or combination thereof, paved the road to success.  Elementary sta-
tistics suggest the four factors (stock drying method (2), strip thickness (2), different heating methods (2), and sin-
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gle-ply vs. laminated bending (2)) would require 16 projects to assess all possible variations.  Life is too short! 
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